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It is proved that there are no perfect Lee-error-correcting (PL(n, e, q&codes over large 
(q ) 2e + 1) prime power alphabets in the case e = 13 for n 2 2, and in the case e = 15 for 
na2,n+357. 
Astola [1] proved that there are no unknown PL(n, e, &codes over large (4 3 
2e + 1) prime power alphabets when e is odd and less than or equal to 11. We 
made use of the methods of Astola to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. If q = pL a 2e + 1, where p is a prime, then there are no PL( n, e, q)-codes 
when e = 13 for n 22 and when e=lS for na2,n#357. 
The proof of the theorem is based on the sphere-packing condition e! p” = 
T(n, e) for PL(n, e, q)-codes over large prime power alphabets. Here p” is the 
volume of a Lee-sphere of radius e, and T(n, e) is obtcrined from the recurrence 
I 
T(n, 0) = 1 (n 3 O), 
T(n, 1)=2n+l (n W, 
T(n,e)=(2n+l)T(n,e-l)+(e-l)*T(n,e-2) (naO,ea2). 
When e is odd the recurrence results in 
(c-l)/* 
T(n, e) = (2n + 1) l C azi(e)(2n + l)*’ 
130 
with integral coefficients aar (e). For instance, 
ao(13) = 3” l 5* * 103 9 17047 and a,(E) = 34 l S3 l T2 l 17 l 84793; 
these values are needed in the cases under consideration. 
In an analogous way to [l, pp. 49-503 we can show that in both cases (2n + 1) 
must divide 3* l 5 l 7 l 11 l 13. The solutions of the sphere-packing equation for 
these values of (2n + I) were searched by computer. In the following table the 
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Table 1 
A.I. Riihonen 
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2n+l p’ I T(n, 13) p’IT(n, 15) 2n+l P’ I m, 13) P’ I nn, 15) 
5 s3, 73 
7 3’, 367 
9 3$7523 
11 38, 2767 
13 s5, 113 
15 39, 5779 
21 3’, 163 
33 3’, 1489 
35 36, s3 
39 3”, s3 
45 3”. s3 
55 s3, 101 
63 36, 1741 
65 3’, 827 
77 3’, 1171 
91 463 
99 3” 
105 3’, s3 
117 3”, 443 
143 3$677 
165 3*, 132 
195 3’, 619 
231 3’, 67 
132, 37 
23,31 
3904 1 
31,7937 
97 
31 
3’, 132 
38 
31,5347 
23,31 
73,223 
31,83 
7s, 5387 
312, 271 
31,129l 
7” 
132 
31,359 
31,659 
31.37 
132 
79,739 
739,1069 
273 
315 
385 
429 
455 
495 
585 
693 
715 
819 
1001 
1155 
1287 
1365 
2145 
3003 
3465 
4095 
5005 
6435 
9009 
15015 
45045 
3s 149,1553 
36 !I3 
37; 997 
39, 678 1 
36 s3 
36: 133 
36 s3 
36 
s3, 47 
36, 97 
3”, 697 1 
3’ s3 
36V s3 
3s: 59 
38,4L 
3’, 313 
36 5” 
3d 101 
s3 
3$5” 
3”, 353 
38, 7841 
3$373 
23,367 
132 
s4, 199 
53,59 
132 
31 
7j, 31 
a__ 
37,263 
3’, 17s3 
31,503 
31 
73 
73 
31,467 
7j, 31 
31,83 
83 
53,487 
23,31 
7j, 31 
7j 
prime power factors of T(n, e) are given, which were found as results of the 
computer searches. If there exist factors pt and pk (pi # p2), which do not divide 
e!, then the sphere-packing condition cannot be satisfied. If only one prime power 
factor is found, then the prime power pr given in Table 1 is the highest dividing 
T(ra, e). A contradiction now follows from the inequality p’ < T(n, e)/e!. In the 
case e = 15, n = 4 the sphere-packing condition is satisfied, but there are no 
PL(4,15,3!J041)-codes because of the lower bound of Post [2], which says that 
e <3, when n = 4. In case e = 15,n = 357 we were not able to find any prime 
factor of T(357,15)/15!. It should be noted that if a PL(357,15, @-code exists, 
then 
T(357,15)/15! =4999804151173149375253254671647 
must be a prime. 
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